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Abstruct

Of the postulated amounts of recoverable bitumen that occur in Alberta's tar sands, the larye1lvolu-mes (100 x.tTe
tbts; iO x IOe m3) are antiiipated to be recoveredfrom the McMurray Formatignuling SAGD techniques. There

are several items that tugfest the published volumes of SAGD reserves in the McMurray, Fo-rmalion may be

optimistic: optimal ,etu*iit (i.e. >20 m of vertically coitinuous -> 7!% So) possesg -3_8-x_ 1_0' bbls- (6-x 10" m')' or
less, of original oil-in-place; the common presence of thief zones bordering and within MgM4nay SAGD reryrygi.rs.
may timit iltimate ,"ror"ryi increased driTling commonly-reduces mapped volumes of optimal reservoirs and; initial
performance results have generally not matched expectations.

Notwithstanding the preceding, the vast scale of proposed and promoted l\[cMunq! SAGD projects has drawn-many
large firms ond billiort of ditlars into this area. lnvestment in Saskatchewan therma.l projects, espe_cially ;AGD.,
hai b"een much smaller in" comparison with Alberta. Part of the dffirence is perceptual; thg sheer s-cale of Alberta's
bitumen resources has drawi much investment and theri is also the widespread view that exploration does not
matter in any oil sands development. However, comparing some McMurr-ay an/ Saskqtc\ewan SAGD opportunities
reveals that'there is much tu tommend the latter, iniludtig: simpler geology (fewer thief zones or heterogeneities);
higher value of product (more cashfrom smaller projects); less thermal input to mobilize oil (lower operating ffuel)
co7t9; and a wider stratigraphic range of potential opportunity (more exploration opportunities).
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